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Realization of Internet of -ings (IoT) has revolutionized the scope of connectivity and reachability ubiquitously. Under the
umbrella of IoT, every object which is smart enough to communicate with other object leads to the enormous data generation of
varying sizes and nature. Cloud computing (CC) employs centralized data centres for the provisioning of remote services and
resources. However, for the reason of being far away from client devices, CC has their own limitations especially for time and
resource critical applications. -e remote and centralized characteristics of CC often result in creating bottle necks, being latent,
and hence deteriorate the quality of service (QoS) in the provisioning of services. Here, the concept of fog computing (FC) emerges
that tends to leverage CC and end devices for data congestion and processing locally in a distributed and decentralized way.
However, addressing latency and bottleneck issues for time critical applications are still challenging. In this work, a lightweight
framework is proposed which employs the concept of fog head node that keeps track of other fog nodes in terms of user
registrations and location awareness.-e proposed lightweight location-aware fog framework (LAFF) persistently satisfies QoS by
providing an accurate location-aware algorithm. A comparative analysis is also presented to analyse network usage, service time,
latency, and RAM and CPU utilization. -e comparison results depicts that the LAFF reduces latency, network use, and service
time by 11.01%, 7.51%, and 14.8%, respectively, in contrast to the state-of-the-art frameworks. Moreover, considering RAM and
CPU utilization, the proposed framework supersedes IFAM and TPFC targeting IoT applications. -e RAM consumption and
CPU utilization are reduced by 8.41% and 16.23% as compared with IFAM and TPFC, respectively, making the framework
lightweight. Hence, the proposed LAFF improves QoS while accessing remote computational servers for the outsourced ap-
plications in fog computing.

1. Introduction

-e concept of Internet of -ings (IoT), supported by
computational intelligence, has revolutionized in almost all
domains of life. With every passing day, many new appli-
cations and domains in IoT and computational intelligence
are emerging to help mankind in one way or other. On the
other hand, providing such applications to general public
has opened new horizons of business as well. In IoT, such

businesses and applications mostly rely on the sensory data
that has to be gathered for effective decision making. For
fusion or manipulating big data (that may be some
streaming data or in shape of batches), there are some re-
quirements, i.e., distributed processing capability, effective
communication and uncompromised network so that de-
cision making process may yield better accuracy. Clouds
being service providers tend to solve these problems.
However, for the reason of being faraway from client
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devices, they have their own limitations for time critical
applications. Hence to reduce such complexities, the
models of fog or edge computing are employed. Basic
infrastructure for such environment comprises of things
(computing devices) which have computing, communi-
cating, and storing capability. Based on current trends, it is
expected that by 2025 such smart environments will in-
corporate over 1 trillion IoT devices with 50% increased
demand for latency sensitive applications [1]. Fog com-
puting (FC) refers to a hierarchically distributed computing
paradigm that bridges cloud data centers and IoT devices.
-e fog environment offers both infrastructure and a
platform to run diversified software services. At different
hierarchical levels of the fog environment, the physical
devices are commonly called fog nodes. -is technology
overcomes the limitations of cloud computation by en-
abling data acquisition, processing, and storage at decen-
tralized and locally available fog nodes [2]. -e idea of this
model is initially described by CISCO [3]. Figure 1 shows
the general architecture of FC.

However, ensuring rich user experience (QoS) is the
main concern to be addressed specially for time-sensitive
applications such as health care IoT [4], web-based gaming
[5], and video streaming applications [6]. -e large distance
between users and end devices increases the number of
routers/hops which results in higher latency rate and net-
work usage. Hence, real-time provisioning of services is
obstructed and QoS is decreased while leveraging remote fog
nodes for the outsourced applications.

In this work, we propose a lightweight location-aware
fog framework (LAFF) which employs the concept of fog
head node that keeps track of other fog nodes in terms of
user registrations and location. -e proposed LAFF per-
sistently improves QoS by employing location-aware algo-
rithm. LAFF addresses the issues of high latency, service
time, and network usage in distributed data on fog server in
order to improve the QoS. -e location-aware algorithm
involves user registration on fog head. -e user/actuator is
responded by analyzing their requested data types. Data
types are divided into multimedia data (MMD) and textual
data (TD). QoS through LAFF is compared with other
contemporary frameworks [7, 8] to validate performance of
the proposed framework. -e significant contributions of
this research are include the following:

(i) A fog-based lightweight framework is devised to
provide better QoS to users

(ii) A location-aware algorithm is developed that en-
ables latency reduction, service time reduction, and
minimal usage of network resources

(iii) Resources utilization (RAM and CPU) is reduced to
make the framework lightweight

-e rest of the paper is organized as follows. -e lit-
erature review is presented in Section 2. Section 3 discusses
the lightweight location-aware fog framework (LAFF), lo-
cation-aware algorithm, architecture, and analytical model.
Section 4 focuses on the experimental setup of the frame-
work. Section 5 presents the evaluation of the LAFF. Section

6 details the results of the simulations and discussion. -e
concluding remarks are conducted in Section 7.

2. Literature Review

In a simplified structure, FC is characterized by a geo-
graphically distributed computing design, prepared with
heterogeneous devices connected at the edge of the network.
-e authors in [9, 10] highlight the advantages gained from
FC. An algorithm is developed and implemented in [11]
which is based on local computing. -rough this algorithm,
workload of cloud and fog processing is reduced. However,
the proposed algorithm only works with star topology. In
[12], a new layer is proposed, the fog layer (computing) of
resources which is closer to the edge of the network to
provide location awareness. A Fog-2-Fog (F2F) coordinated
effort model is proposed in [13] that presents offloading
approach amongst fog nodes, as per their load and handling
capacities by Fog Resource Management Scheme (FRMC).
In [14], the idea of resource allocation in a fog environment
is introduced. -e authors present a three-layer architecture
that includes cloud, fog, and the user to divide the workload
between the cloud and fog nodes. However, proposed ar-
chitecture is only for homogenous environment. Moreover,
scalability and associated challenges are not considered in
the study.

Fan and Ansari [15] discussed the problem of load
balancing in fog network through a distributed technique
that assigns IoTdevices to appropriate fog nodes and reduce
the latency. In this technique, a fog node periodically
broadcasts the computing and traffic estimated load. An FC
framework is devised in [16] considering the medical field.
Resource management is tackled by considering fog asso-
ciation, placement of VM, and task distribution. In [17], the
workload placement algorithm is devised in tier edge cloud
network to improve the response time of all tasks. -e al-
gorithm allocates computing resources between different
tiers of fog node for completing assigned task. -e idea of
distributing the workload of a fog server receiving high
traffic from IoT is presented in [18]. Two load balancing
algorithms (task distributing and task grasping) are devel-
oped in [19] for large-scale FC. -rough this structure, load
balancing overhead is reduced when the scale of fog in-
creased to get benefits of centralized and decentralized
computing.

Puthal at al. [20] focus on developing an efficient dy-
namic load-balancing algorithm with an authentication
method for edge data centers. Tasks were assigned to an
underutilized edge data center by applying the breadth-first
search (BFS) method. Each data center is modeled using the
current load and themaximum capacity used to compute the
current load. -e authentication method allowed the load-
balancing algorithm to find an authentic data center. IoT
resource provisioning issue is discussed in [21], and a so-
lution is proposed to overcome this problem. -e model
aims to boost fog resources and the minimization of system
delay. -e work in [21] is extended in [14] where QoS
measurements and the deadlines for the provisioning of each
kind of resources are considered.
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In [22], a framework named FOGPLAN for QoS-aware
dynamic fog service provisioning (QDFSP) is introduced. In
order to meet low latency and QoS requirements of appli-
cations, QDFSP dynamically deploys application services on
fog nodes or the release of application services that have
previously been deployed on fog nodes. However, different
characteristics of wireless and wired fog nodes are not
considered. Also, the framework is neither location aware
nor fulfils the real-time requirements of IoT tasks. Lin and
Shen [23] designed a fog-based lightweight system to de-
velop cloud gaming with high QoS. -is system is a three-
layer model, including cloud, fog, and devices (e.g., desk-
tops/smartphone players). A set of supernodes were con-
sidered, which were near to end users and are connected to
the cloud. -e QoS requirements are achieved through
reducing latency and bandwidth consumption.

A service management technique is introduced in [24]
as iHome for smart house in the cloud. -e paper proposed
a service oriented architecture (SOA) to monitor home
applications with real-time responses. -e performance of
services in terms of CPU and RAM in iHome is evaluated.
-e results show that the real-time responses can be
returned under heavy burden of loading. -e proposed
system is tested under a limited number of physical ap-
pliances in a modular approach. However, many other
important influential factors like cost and energy con-
sumption are not addressed. Also, the system does not
consider the user management and network condition. -e
proposed framework FATEH in [25] uses a three-layered
architecture to improve QoS parameters. -e first layer
contains IoTdevices and an agent node to collect data, and
the gathered data are then submitted to the next layer. -e
third layer consists of fog manager to efficiently process the
request on smart fog node. -e processing and storage of
less sensitive data are done at the third layer. -e data
coming from the fog manager are also processed at the
third layer. -e drawback of this system is that it does not

take into account the network condition and user
management.

An algorithm for task management in fog infrastructure
is proposed in [26] aiming to focus on task scheduling at the
fog layer while minimizing the response time dependent on
resources requested by these tasks. In any case, explicit QoS
prerequisites have not been considered in their methodol-
ogy. Zeng et al. proposed an algorithm in [27] that works
with a unified scheme for mobile IPV6 and suggests
scheduling and handle user mobility. -e issue of resource
sharing among the fog nodes to execute computational
requests was discussed, while they especially focused on fog-
enabled little cells in cellular systems. In [28], Kim and
Chung target the shaping clusters of small cells, where each
cluster represents a collection of little cells that offer re-
sources for offloading mobile devices from their remaining
workload. -e aim of this work is to reduce latency for each
user through clusters shaping, bandwidth allocation, and
computational resources.

Location-based services (LBSs) [29] become increasingly
popular in recent years due to recent advancements in
mobile computing. LBS refers to service provisioning
through location-based information of users, i.e., the geo-
graphic position.

In [30], website performance optimization is automated
by fogging at the edge servers. -is idea explains the sig-
nificance of edge location by giving dynamic and custom-
izable optimization dependent on local network and the
conditions of user’s devices. WiCloud [31] is developed as
mobile-edge computing platform with OpenStack to im-
prove location awareness and to manage inter-mobile-edge
communication and data acquisition for an innovative
service.

Providing an acceptable level of QoS is an important
issue in FC [32]. To design an efficient fog-based system,
various QoS factors are considered. Extracting from the
literature, eleven factors of QoS are defined, i.e., latency,

Cloud layer

Fog layer
Fog

Fog
Fog

Cloud

Users/IoT/sensors layer

Figure 1: Architecture of fog computing.
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security, service time, availability, cost, energy consumption,
resource utilization, reliability, execution time, deadline, and
scalability [33, 34]. Moreover, latency is investigated as one
of the important factors of QoS.

A framework is required to ensure QoS provisioning
without burdening a single resource and provide service
near to the edge focusing abovementioned performance
metrics. -is framework needs to be more useful to reduce
latency, service time, and network use through user and
location management by considering the network condition.
A lightweight LAFF is devised through this study, and the
framework possesses following characteristics.

LAFF has taken into account various IoT data re-
quirements (multimedia data and textual data). Major
emphasis in proposed framework is given to location
awareness, i.e., knowing the exact location of the users/
actuators. LAFF registers users on fog heads and employs K∗
heuristic algorithm [35, 36] to find the shortest path between
user and fog node. Moreover, the algorithm also takes the
decision of fog head selection considering the requested data
type.

-e proposed work is compared with IFAM (intelligent
FC analytical model) [7] and TPFC (task placement on fog
computing) [8]. In [7], an analytical model and reinforce-
ment learning algorithm in an FC environment is intro-
duced. -is model aims to reduce the latency among
healthcare IoT, cloud servers, and end users. -is paper
proposes a novel multitier fog processing system that pro-
vides IoTservices. However, in this work, the author did not
consider user’s location and network condition. -e other
drawback of this research is that user’s request for normal
data are transferred to the cloud to respond. -e LAFF is
better in terms that it considers user’s location and network
conditions. -e framework also transfers both type of data,
MMD and TD, to fog to fulfill user’s request. In [8], a
context-aware information-based approach ideally uses
virtual resources accessible on the system edges to improve
the presentation of IoT benefits in terms of response time,
cost, and energy decrease. -e approach utilizes context-
aware information including network conditions location of
IoT devices and service type to provide resources to IoT
applications. However, the increase in the number of fog
nodes and services causes an exponential increase in time for
problem solving.

3. Location-Aware Fog Framework (LAFF)

In the proposed LAFF, location awareness under fog
computing umbrella is introduced to reduce the latency,
service time, and network usage along with minimal re-
sources utilization. LAFF employs a location-aware algo-
rithm that has ability to trace user’s exact location through
fog head. Fog head is the controller of data center of all fog
nodes. -e idea of fog head is used in fog computing
technology [38]. -e fog head node is not only limited to
search for current nodes but also for new nodes
(Fhead⟶ FMMD + FTD + Fothers). Fhead represents fog head
node, FMMD refers to the fog multimedia data node, FTD is
fog textual-data node, and Fothers are nth new fog nodes. -e

search radius of fog head (Fhead) is extended to nth new
nodes as the framework is developed by keeping the idea of
scalability as well. After accessing the user’s exact location,
fog head dedicates a nearest fog node in response to the
user’s request considering requested data type. If any nearest
fog node is hard to reach, then the k∗ algorithm is used to
find the shortest path from user/actuator to fog node by
estimating the coordinates [35, 36]. -is dedicated node
serves the user without any interruption. -is framework
also registers users (user management) and determines the
requested data type. TD requests include text-based infor-
mation, images, etc. (fog-TD servers handle these data
types). MMD requests include videos, movies, etc. (fog-
MMD servers handle these data types). -e lightweight
LAFF reduces the latency Lld, service time f , and network
use únw. Figure 2 shows a detailed view of the LAFF.

3.1. Components of LAFF

3.1.1. Cloud Layer. -e top layer of lightweight LAFF is a
cloud layer which coordinates with lower layers for data
collection and storage for future use. -e cloud layer can be
used for data processing and storage for a large amount of
the data for longer duration. If the fog head fails to provide
services to the user then cloud facilitates the users. Cloud
layer components are as follows.

3.1.2. Cloud. Cloud is placed at higher layer of the light-
weight LAFF. Cloud facilitates the fog layer in terms of
storing data for later use and high processing when needed.
Cloud servers are the centralized hosts. Cloud possesses all
the necessary software needed to run, and it can also work
as an independent unit. Cloud layer plays a supervisory role
to handle communication and data storage. Cloud storage
has many distributed resources acting as one unit. -is
distribution of data makes the cloud very fault tolerant. In
this work, cloud is connected to the fog head to com-
municate with all fog nodes. Cloud communicates to fog
head for all necessary communication. Cloud agent is
responsible to manage communication between fog head
and cloud.

-e fog layer is the middle layer of the lightweight LAFF
which aims to provide the processing facility of the data near
to the edge. -e following sections explain the modules of
the fog layer:

3.1.3. Fog Head. Fog heads are fixed and predetermined
physically with respect to geographical region and have lager
hardware resources. Fog head is deployed between the fog
nodes and the cloud and is responsible to communicate with
cloud and all fog nodes. Fog head works according to the
devised algorithm to access user’s location and to identify
requested data type. Users are registered at fog head. Fog
head knows the exact location of all fog nodes. Tasks are
assigned to the nodes considering the requested data type.
Fog head is also responsible to manage and maintain the
information on hardware level. Fog head has the following
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helping modules, and the proposed algorithm calls these
modules as per their requirement.

3.1.4. User Management Module. Registration or manage-
ment of the users and to store their details for future use is the
responsibility of the user management module.-e registered
users are stored inHashmap against specific identifiers for fast
track communication. -e advantage of using Hashmap is
that it is not synchronized and hence saves additional usage of
network and service time. -e user management module
communicates with the location management module to
update/get user’s location to provide services.

3.1.5. Location Management Module. -e location man-
agement module manages the location of the users. -e
location is configured with coordinates. -e x and y are
range coordinate variables that are used for finding the
shortest path in K∗ search. -e coordinates from 10 to 50
identify the location of existing users while other coordinates
(coord1 and coord2) contain new users and n represents the
coordinate value range. -e mathematical representation of
Geo function is described in the following equation:

∀x∪ y∃Geo(coord1, coord2)Δcoordθ< n∩ coordθ> n,

(1)

where 10≤ n≤ 50.
On each request of the user, the location management

module is accessed to match/update the location manage-
ment table.

3.1.6. Service Management Module. -e service manage-
ment module (SMM) provides services to the fog layer.
SMM registers services and coordinates with fog nodes to
provide services to users. It manages the fog node service
delivery assurance. SMM monitors all the resources of the
nodes and fog head.

3.1.7. Offloading Management Module. -e offloading
management module offloads the task from a fog node and
assigns to other nodes to provide dedicated services to assure
QoS.-rough this module, the framework enables to offload
the task from a fog node and dedicate to the user.

Cloud layer

Cloud

Fog layer

User’s/WSN layer

Fog head node

User
management

Service
management

Offloading
management

Load balancing

Cloud agent

K∗ algorithm

Location
management

Core routines

Proposed algorithm

Fog node 1 Fog node 2 Fog node 3 Fog node n

Figure 2: A detailed view of lightweight LAFF.
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3.1.8. Load Balancing Module. -e load balancing module
distributes the fog layer traffic among different fog nodes.
-rough this module, the framework becomes more re-
sponsive and available for users.

3.1.9. Cloud Agent Module. -e cloud agent module facil-
itates the fog head and cloud to communicate with each
other for storing and updating data on the cloud. -e cloud
agent module works as a broker between the fog layer and
the cloud layer.

3.1.10. Fog Nodes. Fog nodes work as a server of the geo-
graphic area in which the fog node is deployed. Fog nodes
process data near to the edge to reduce the burden of the
cloud.-rough the fog nodes, the lightweight LAFF provides
better QoS by reducing latency and service time to ac-
complish the request.

3.1.11. K∗ Algorithm Module. -rough the proposed algo-
rithm, user’s location is accessed and nearest fog node is
assigned to the user to fulfill the request. If this nearest fog
node is hard to reach due to any abnormality, this algorithm
uses a heuristic search algorithm k∗ [35], which is used to
find shortest path between users and fog node. -e vertices
in this case are added between register and unregistered
users. -e advantage of using K∗ algorithm is that it only
uses the executed portion of the graph. It reduces the
network usage by only working on a required portion in-
stead of communicating to whole weighted graph. -e
complexity of K∗ algorithm isO(nlogn + ru + uu), where n is
the number of vertices. In [39], Mishra et al. used the same
k∗ algorithm to find shortest path between source and
destination.

3.2. Proposed Algorithm.

-e LAFF algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1.

3.3. Features of LAFF. Tominimize the service delay, fog head
communicates to fog nodes and queries are processed on a
short distance; in this way, the service latency is minimized.
If queries are not communicated through fog nodes and
transferred to the upper layer like fog head and cloud, then
the service delays are at a larger value. -e latency Lld is
calculated by dividing available time Tavailable with total time
Ttotal under product of 100.-e following formula is used for
calculating latency:

Lld �
Tavailable

Ttotal
∗ 100(milliseconds). (2)

IoT service delay-minimizing policy: policy adopted in
this regard is to implement a minimum delay tolerance
system. -e values are considered to be very low as com-
pared with that of other systems’ latency. Latency, network
use, and service time are reduced by using equation (1).

If a fog node is hard to reach, the LAFF uses k∗ algorithm
to find shortest path between users and the IoT devices. -e

path is selected from a pool of fog nodes (F1–Fn) to have idle
space for processing in order to provide better QoS. -e list
of fog nodes F� {F1 + F2 + F3 + · · ·+ Fn} and users U�

{U1 +U2 +U3 + · · ·+Un} having tasks T for updating the
Cloud C is represented by the following equation:

Un  Fn, T( ⟶ C. (3)

Equation (3) represents the n array product from
completion of task to update the cloud.

-e remaining components of the proposed paradigm
are mathematically defined in the analytical model. In the
analytical model, we have discussed the mapping between
the components of different layers. In the simulation, we
implemented the analytical model in iFogSim.

3.4. Analytical Model. A set (S) TIoT for all sensors S {S1, S2,
S3, . . ., Sn} and actuatorsA {A1,A2,A3, . . .,An} under a tuples
load α with transmission time L′ is defined. Events E {E1, E2,
E3, . . ., En} happen at sensors {S}, where n is the nth mapped
sensor to an event E. Equations (4) and (5) represent the
events that happened at fog℉ and cloud℃ through sensors:

℉: Tiot Sn,En ∗ α⟶ An, (4)

℃⫦/G: Tiot Sn,En ∗ α⟶ An. (5)

Within the increase in the number of hops amongst
sensors, the latency, network usage, and service time also
increase. -e mapping of a sensor to a fog node is described
in equation (6) that expresses the relationship between
transmissions. Here, i is the IoTdevice number, j represents
the column of devices where IoT device are mapped, and M
is the mapping. L is the load (MMD or TD load), S is the
sensor, and F is the fog node:

M(i, 1): Σni�1, j � 1L′ ∗ Si⟶℉. (6)

-e latency Ltd is computed using equation (2).
-e service time f is expressed in terms of time taken by a

service provider SP {SP1, SP2, SP3, . . ., SPn} by providing a
service Ť to a user(s) ú {U1, U2, U3, . . ., Un}. -e mapping
relation is explained in

f : SP⟶ ú L′ ∗ Ť. (7)

To calculate the service time f in simulation environ-
ment, the following equation is used:

f � Cins Tms(  − Tk St( (ms), (8)

where Cins (Tms) represents the time in milliseconds fetched
by calendar instance and Tk (St) is the simulation time stored
by timekeeper class. -e simulation time is the amount of
time spent in processing the K∗ search, allocating nodes,
processing requests of users, and updating cloud related to
processing. In order to calculate network usage únw, the
tuple Tud captured by network usage monitorMnu are added
to the total bandwidth used Bu in transmission and then
divided by maximum simulation time STmax. the following
equation is used for calculation:
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únw � Mnu Tud(  +
Bu

STmax
 (Kbps). (9)

4. Experimental Setup

-is lightweight LAFF is developed by conducting extensive
simulation in CloudSim [40] and iFogSim simulators [41].
CloudSim is responsible for the simulation and events
handling at Cloud. iFogSim handles events at Fog devices.
-is also minimizes the latency as servers become near to the
edge of devices [42]. Following are the important steps and
parameters which are needed to execute simulation.

-e calendar is initialized to keep the current instance to
conclude at the end when the simulation starts. In the end,

the simulation variable is initialized by tracing flag to “false”
so that the detail log which is not relevant to the simulation is
not shown. -e fog broker is initialized based on the data
center broker. Considering the requirements of the clients
related to QoS, the data center broker class coordinates
between users and cloud service. A fog broker helps users to
create tuples on the fog. Tuples are extended from cloudlets
class to model tasks in CloudSim and iFogsim.

-e cloud and fog data centers have their own charac-
teristics. In real case, the characteristics of fog device are less
powerful and have less storage than cloud data center. -e
capacity function of cloud ∁(l + d)n and fog F(l)n for load l
and new expected data d is represented in equations (10) and
(11):

Inputs: tasks T, start services S, user u, Geo (coord1, coord2) gets integer based coordinates.
Output: assign nearest Fog-MMD or Fog-TD to the user.
start;
submit tasks;
place operators;
start services;
while allusers do
getlocation;
if coord> 10 coord< 50 then
existing reg user;

else
reg as new user;

end
if reguser then
if multimedia data then
if clocation� � plocation then

if hard to find then
start K∗ search;
calculate tasks on nodes (Fn ∗Tn);
offload data from nearest fognode (F∗T − 1/T);
allocate fog-MMD;
F (u, T);

else
find nearest fog node;
Search (F1–>Fn);

end
else

register location;
Geo (coord1, coord2);

end
else
transfer to fog-TD;
Fl (uu, T);

end
else
unreg user;

end
find idle fog node;
uu (F1–>Fn);
send to cloud;
uu (C, T);
repeat;

end

ALGORITHM 1: LAFF.
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k
l
n−k

, (11)

where n is the number of total requests and k represents the
capacity of responses that is sent against the requests n. -e
response k is always sent against request n. -e ∁(l + d)n

function equation (10) shows that the cloud hasmore storage
than fog devices (equation (11)).

4.1. Cloud Data Centers. Cloud data centers (CDCs) are the
centralized hosts and play a supervisory role to handle
communication and data storage. Cloud storage has many
distributed resources acting as one unit.

4.2. FogDataCenters. Fog data centers store data for further
processing and communication with users.

4.3. Location Manager Data Centers. Location management
data store information regarding user’s location.

4.4. Fog Head. Fog head knows the location of all fog nodes
and communicates between the cloud and all nodes. Fog
head is also responsible for managing and maintaining the
information on the hardware level. Characteristics of fog
data center, location manager, proxy server, fog head, Fog-
TD, and Fog-MMD are given in Table 1.

4.5. Gateway Devices. -ese gateway devices are part of the
fog layer and communicate with proxy server and cloud
devices. Table 2 represents characteristics of gateway devices.

4.6. Sensor Devices. Sensor devices are created for scenarios
which produce the data with following characteristics
(Table 3).

4.7. Sensors and Actuators. As the actual device model is
based on sensor devices, generating a huge amount of data
that need to be processed, each device involves a sensor and
an actuator attached to it. -e purpose of the sensor is to
“sense” the data which are identified by the selector module
of the server.

4.8. Module toModule Interaction. Tuples are sent from one
module to the other in order to interact with each other. -e
tuples which are sent up to the fog or cloud for processing
are identified as TuplesUp and tuples that are sent downward
from one module to the other are TupleDown. Also, tuples
are mapped to modules using the tuple mapping techniques
defined in iFogSim. -e network usage is calculated on the
basis of tuple flow. -e network usage μn is defined in terms
of μfog (fog network length) and μcloud (cloud network

length) by dividing a tuple size TL with simulation total time
st as presented in the following equation:

μn⟶ μfog + μcloudΠ
T

L

st
. (12)

5. Evaluation of the LAFF

-e fog-based approach of the LAFF is shown in Figure 3:
Initially, the normal flow of the system is as follows:

User->UserIdentifier-> ServiceHandler-> FogHead-
> proxyServer-> Fog (MMD or TD)->Cloud-server

-e fog head handles user’s requests. -rough the lo-
cation management module, user’s location is traced and a
fog head is deployed there to respond. If the location
manager is not idle, then the proxy server can be formed. Fog
head asks user identifier to identify the type of requested
data. Requests may be for MMD or TD. After the fog head
determines the type of the requested data, it allocates the
required fog nodes to the users. -e specific fog node fa-
cilitates the user accordingly. -e fog-MMD node is loaded
with very powerful processing capability, whereas a low spec
is configured on fog-TD node. Table 1 represents the
specifications of both fog-TD and fog-MMD. -e proposed
algorithm makes this work so unique and distinguishing.

-e flow after initial one is given below:

User->UserIdentifier-> ServiceHandler-> FogHead-
> Fog (MMD or TD)->User

If fog head fails to identify the relative fog service
provider, the request is then transferred to the Cloud-
server to facilitate the user as represented in Figure 4. -e
lightweight LAFF is a fault-tolerant framework due to the
cloud’s availability in case fog head fails to fulfill the
request.

5.1. Data Configuration. A data set with tuple size 3000,
bandwidth 1000, and network length 500 is implemented in
the below mentioned configurations. -e tuple in iFogsim
represents the term data row, where there are sequences of
bytes in such data rows.

Simulation runs on iFogSim for different configurations.
-e configurations are presented in Table 4.

-e results of the abovementioned configurations are
shown below.

5.1.1. Use Case. To prove the significance of the proposed
algorithm, a use case is described.

5.1.2. Actors. Jeena, thief, and users (police vans) were the
actors

5.1.3. Preconditions. Registered user with known location
and requested MMD.
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5.1.4. Postconditions. A user is able to request fog frame-
work to access CCTV cameras to get live streaming.

5.1.5. Scenario. Jeena is walking through a street; a thief
snatched her bag and ran away. Jeena called the police and

complained about the thief. -e police man asked Jeena’s
location where she is now and to which direction the thief
has gone. Jeena provides the police officer his desired in-
formation. -e police officer started tracking the thief
through CCTV cameras to get live streaming of the thief and
also informed the police vans of the area where the thief is

Table 1: Characteristics of devices.

Name of device ∗MIPS RAM Uploading bandwidth Downloading bandwidth Level
Fog-data-center 20000 10GB 10 Gbits 10 Gbits 1 (cloud child)
Location-manager 2000 1GB 10 Gbits 10 Gbits 1
Proxy server 2000 2GB 10 Gbits 10 Gbits 1
Fog-head 20000 8GB 10 Gbits 10 Gbits 2
Fog-TD 20000 2GB 10 Gbits 10 Gbits 3 (fog head child)
Fog-MMD 20000 4GB 10 Gbits 10 Gbits 3 (fog head child)
∗MIPS�million instructions per second.

Table 2: Characteristics of gateway devices.

Million instructions per second RAM Uploading bandwidth Downloading bandwidth Level
1000 Mips 1GB 10 Gbits 10 Gbits 4

Table 3: Characteristics of sensor devices.

Million instructions per second RAM Uploading bandwidth Downloading bandwidth Level
1000 Mips 1GB 10 Gbits 256 Mbits 4

Proxy-server

IoT-cloud

Location manager

Fog-TD

Fog-head

Fog-MMD

Service-handler

User identifier

User-1 User-2 User-3

Figure 3: Topology of the LAFF.
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traced. -e police vans caught the thief through accessing
the exact location of the thief.

However, live streaming is a heavy task to run and re-
quires a lot of computational power which requires a
framework with low latency, service time, and network use
to assure QoS. In this case, a nearest fog node will be
assigned to the police vans so that they can trace the thief
without any data loss and interruption.

6. Results and Discussion

-e lightweight LAFF is compared with two other fog-based
frameworks: IFAM (intelligent FC analytical model) and
TPFC (task placement on fog computing) [7, 8].-e primary
motivation behind this evaluation is to confirm the adequacy
of the LAFF in terms of reducing latency, service time, and
network use to facilitate users by providing better QoS.
LAFF is a lightweight framework as it consumes less
computational resources. RAM utilization and CPU con-
sumption of a framework can increase the burden on re-
sources. Since most of the fog nodes are not abundant in
resources, execution of heavyweight software systems can
cause significant computing overhead on them. -erefore, it
is required to deploy lightweight frameworks in fog

computing environments. -e framework that consumes
less RAM and CPU consumption is considered lighter than
the other frameworks [43]. Ten configurations are employed
with varying numbers of devices and nodes so that con-
sistent patterns could be extracted.

6.1. Latency. Security applications are very time-sensitive.
Results cannot be delayed. For instance, if we come to
know that a terrorist is going to blast a bomb somewhere,
finding the terrorist’s locations on time is a crucial and
time-sensitive task. Delay cannot be afforded as it can lead
to very negative consequences. -is delay is calculated by
implementing a control loop. Latency is calculated by
using a module to module latency, and then average of
them is taken; latency is much higher when IFAM and
TPFC modules are executed as depicted in Figure 5. -is
comparison is done in the established scenario for the
LAFF. -e results depicted that the lightweight LAFF
reduced the average latency by 11.01% when compared
with that of both the frameworks. -e agenda not only
stops at reducing the latency but also reduces the network
usage and service time in order to provide better QoS and
consistent data.

Wireless
sensor nodes

Node handlers

Cloud

Users

Figure 4: Flow of the LAFF in case when fog head fails to fulfil user’s request.

Table 4: Data configuration.

Configuration No. of fog nodes No. of users
1 2 10
2 3 16
3 4 20
4 5 24
5 6 28
6 7 36
7 8 48
8 9 52
9 12 60
10 15 90
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6.2. Network Usage. -is parameter is characterized by the
utilization of system resources in terms of data sent and
received from the network interfaces. -e network usage
should be kept at minimum for better performance. LAFF
reduced the network traffic and consumption in terms of
resource utilization. -e results depict that the network
utilization of the LAFF is reduced by average 7.51% as
compared with that of the IFAM and TPFC as shown in
Figure 6.-e comparison of the LAFF with TPFC and IFAM
showed that the LAFF provides better QoS.

6.3. Service Time. Service time is the most important pa-
rameter in sense of QoS. Service time is the amount of time

spent to provide services to a user by a service provider. -e
service providers are the small hosts integrated with fog
nodes and cloud in order to use storage and transmissions.
-e service time comparison is shown in Figure 7. It shows
that the average amount of time is 14.8% lesser than that of
the TPFC and IFAM.

6.4. RAMConsumption. RAM is one of the most important
components of the fog node. If the framework consumes
more RAM, the RAM system will crash and become un-
responsive. To prove that the proposed framework is
lightweight, RAM consumption of the framework is com-
pared with that of TPFC and IFAM. Figure 8 shows the RAM
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consumption for the data transmission and processing in fog
nodes. -e results showed that the proposed framework’s
RAM consumption is average 8.41% less than the both
compared frameworks.

6.5. CPU Utilization. CPU utilization is the amount of
work handled by a CPU of the fog node. -e time taken
between the start and the completion of a given task
executed on a fog node is referred to as CPU utilization

and measured in milliseconds. In this study, we do not
include the time taken for separating and combining tasks
before and after their scheduling. A task is composed of a
set of instructions. We assume that each instruction re-
quires one clock cycle to be executed. In the proposed
framework, offloading module helps to minimize the CPU
utilization, therefore increasing the fog node perfor-
mance. -e results in Figure 9 show that the proposed
framework’s CPU utilization is average 16.23% less than
the both compared frameworks.
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

-e access to data and content is more smother and faster
when accelerated with location awareness. Responsiveness
and consistency are increased if the latency is minimized and
bottleneck issues are catered. LAFF is designed as a location-
aware algorithm which ensures rich user experiences and
provides better QoS by reducing the network utilization,
service time, and latency. It is examined that the LAFF
lessens the average latency, network use, and service time by
11.01%, 7.51%, and 14.8%, respectively, as compared with
those of IFAM and TPFC. Similarly, resource utilization in
terms of RAM and CPU is reduced by average 8.41% and
16.23% as compared with that of TPFC and IFAM making
LAFF comparatively a lightweight framework. Location-
aware feature is significant in defense and intelligence areas.
Hence, the proposed LAFF improves QoS while accessing
remote computational servers for the outsourced applica-
tions in fog computing. For future work, it is suggested that a
module for predictive analysis must be integrated in cloud
which will be able to predict the user’s requests by analyzing
the user’s location and previous requests time. We also plan
to develop optimization mechanisms such as in [44] to
determine the optimal distribution and configuration of fog
nodes while taking into consideration the computational
resources with a backup plan to provide the backup in case of
system failures such as in [45] through introducing learning
methods.
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